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BEST PRACTICE-1

Title of the Practice: Annual
1. Goal: To expose

journal AROHON of Assamese department.

creativity of in different field.

2. The Practice: This is the annual publication of the department of Assamese of the college. The

department took the initiative to publish the creativity in the field of literature of faculty member
as well as students of the department. The expense for the said publication is incurred by the

college authority. The authority encourages all department to take such initiative.
3. Evidence of Success: All round response from teacher as well as students is obtained.
4. Problem encountered: The number of quality
5. Resources

required:

writing is much less.

A handsome amount is needed to

publish such a work regularly.

BEST PRACTICE-2:
1. Title of the Practice: CBCS curriculum
2. Goals: The focus of our institution is on holistic education which strives to continually adapt a

student-based centric approach to education. Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) is one of the Best
Practice introduced by us to create flexibility in the learning process for the student and to enable
them to learn in a more creative manner.
CBCS

This

gives students greater flexibility

course

in

determining their learning choices.

helps student to take interdisciplinary or allied field

of subjects to their

liking.

CBCS helps to develop interdisciplinary approach in higher education.
3. Practice: Faculties design there lectures in such a manner where student's participation is

ensured. We encourage

our

students towards self-reliance and

independence,

that they
develop in well-adjusted personality. A workshop was held so that students can be well aligned to
so

course and we invited Dr Anupam Dutta, who gave his views and insights about the prospect of
this course and how it will help the students in the future.

4. Evidence of SuccesS: Positive response and feedback were received from the students.

5. Problems Encountered: The biggest disadvantage is faculty strength which is very low and the
students lack prerequisite which lessen their enthusiasm.
5. Resources required: A handsome amount is needed to organise such an event.
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